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 1      See text to  nn 127 – 44 in ch 5  of this book.  
 2      See generally,      Hans   Kelsen   ,   Pure Theory of Law   ( University of California Press ,  1967 )  , hereinafter 

 PTL , and      Hans   Kelsen   ,   General Theory of Law and State   ( Harvard University Press ,  1949 )  , hereinafter 
 GTLS .  

 3      The primary sources of Schmitt ’ s work from which I shall draw are:      Carl   Schmitt   ,   Constitutional 
Theory  , trans    J   Seitzer    ( Duke University Press ,  2008 )  ;      Carl   Schmitt   ,   The Concept of the Political  , trans 
   G   Schwab    ( University of Chicago Press ,  2007 )  ; and      Carl   Schmitt   ,   Political Theology: Four Chapters on 
the Concept of Sovereignty  , trans    G   Schwab    ( University of Chicago Press ,  2005 )  .  

 3 
   Permanent States of Emergency 

and Constituent Power   

   Introduction  

 In  chapter two , I argued that the emergency paradigm was not obsolete; rather, 
permanent states of emergency are largely caused by the subjective assessment 
of the decision-maker empowered to declare and perpetuate the emergency. In 
light of this, in this chapter I aim to establish what controls are necessary in order 
to ground this declaration of emergency within the legal order. In this regard, 
arguments pertaining to human rights or substantive conceptions of the rule of 
law which dominate the current literature on emergency powers will be avoided. 
The goal here instead is to move the debate away from these factors towards a 
more fundamental, theoretical understanding of the location of emergency pow-
ers within the constitutional structure. This will be done by invoking the concept 
of  ‘ constituent power ’  against which the power to declare a state of emergency will 
be evaluated. In so doing, the aforementioned normative factors such as human 
rights or substantive conceptions of the rule of law may potentially be vindicated 
by stressing the importance of conceptualising the power to declare a state of 
emergency as a constituted power of the legal order — an argument that will be 
returned to in  chapter fi ve . 1  

 The key to ensuring the juridical status of the state of emergency lies in Hans 
Kelsen ’ s Identity Thesis and the idea that the state is identical to the legal order. 2  
This will be compared and contrasted with the challenge posed by Carl Schmitt: 
that the state cannot be identical to the legal order as the state must exist prior to 
the legal order in order to create the stable conditions necessary for the found-
ing of a constitution. 3  Schmitt thus preserves the potential for state power to 
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 4            Oren   Gross   ,  ‘  The Normless and Exceptionless Exception :  Carl Schmitt ’ s Theory of Emergency 
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be  exercised that is not dependent upon legal validation. Schmitt ’ s challenge to 
 Kelsen ’ s Identity Thesis will then be explored through the lens of emergency pow-
ers, and the consequences of stretching the concept of legality to rebut Schmitt by 
 ‘ purifying ’  law from all other factors and creating a purely formal concept of legiti-
macy that is synonymous with legality. I will then outline an argument in favour 
of a robust enforceable constitution requiring a commensurably robust judiciary 
as a necessity in order to confront the  ‘ Schmittian challenge ’  and affi rm Kelsen ’ s 
Identity Thesis. This will be established by elaborating on the relation between 
validity and effectiveness of constitutional norms, the hierarchy of norms within 
a constitution, and the possibility of unconstitutional norms or unconstitutional 
amendments. It will be shown that a permanent emergency has the potential to 
render constitutional norms invalid by making them permanently ineffective. 
Consequently, I argue that a permanent emergency has the potential to amount to 
a  ‘ proxy-constitutional amendment ’  which can act as a claim for the constituent 
power. Such a claim must, however, be rejected.  

   Power beyond Law ?  The State of Emergency 
and the Legal Order  

 The juridical status of the state of emergency exposes the mechanics at the heart 
of the state and the legal order. As it appears that the law or the legal order is 
being departed from, states of emergency raise the question of whether this power 
is located within, or outside the law — whether it is a legal or political decision. 4  
A superfi cial answer to this would be to argue that as the power to declare a state of 
emergency is enumerated in a legal norm, then it follows that it is legal in nature. 
This answer, however, while prima facie appearing uncomplicated, begs the ques-
tion somewhat. Moreover, it reveals an understanding of the relation between law 
and state power that Carl Schmitt ’ s critique focuses on. 

 Subsuming all state power within the law was the primary objective of Hans 
Kelsen ’ s  ‘ Pure Theory ’  of law. 5  According to Joseph Raz, the Identity Thesis — a 
fundamental component of the Pure Theory — attempts to solve three separate 
problems: the existence of law and its effi cacy; the difference between making a 
new law and applying an existing one; and, fi nally, the relation between law and 
the state. 6  Kelsen ’ s Identity Thesis considers the state to be identical to the legal 
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 7           David   Dyzenhaus   ,   Legality and Legitimacy   :    Carl Schmitt, Hans Kelsen and Hermann Heller in 
 Weimar   (  Oxford University Press  ,  1997 )  116   .  

 8           Ronald   Moore   ,   Legal Norms and Legal Science   :    A Critical Study of Kelsen ’ s Pure Theory of Law   
(  University of Hawaii Press  ,  1978 )  7–12   .  

 9       PTL , 76 – 83.  
 10      ibid.  
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schools. See text to  n 114 in ch 4  for further discussion of this separation from the perspective of 
 Ronald Dworkin. It is submitted, however, that these critiques are not fatal to my argument regarding 
the justiciability of the decision to declare a state of emergency.  

 14       PTL , 193 – 211;  GTLS , 115 – 18.  
 15      ibid.  

order. No action can be attributed to the state that does not derive its validity from 
this legal order and no state power can exist outside of this legal order. Kelsen con-
tended that there is a principle of legality which is the central feature of any legal 
system and which requires that all offi cial action be in accordance with law. 7  For 
Kelsen, therefore, the law is supreme, autonomous and supersedes politics. 

 The legal order envisaged by Kelsen ’ s Pure Theory is one of a unifi ed hierar-
chy of norms. Like Immanuel Kant, Kelsen distinguishes a norm — an  ‘ ought ’  
 statement — from an  ‘ is ’  statement. 8  Unlike scientifi c theories, which are either 
true or false as based upon observation and causation, a norm, instead, is either 
valid or invalid by a process of imputation. 9  Thus when A occurs, the legal scien-
tist is not concerned with what actually occurs subsequently, but rather with what 
 ought  to occur in a  ‘ factually predictive ’  sense (as distinct from what ought   morally  
to occur). 10  What renders a norm valid is its conformity with a higher norm: only 
norms may validate another norm. 11  It is this clear separation of the  ‘ is ’  from 
the  ‘ ought ’  that gives Kelsen ’ s theory its  ‘ pure ’  nature. For Kelsen  ‘ is ’  and  ‘ ought ’  
( sein  and  sollen )  ‘ denote different, illogically reconcilable structures of thought ’ . 12  
The Pure Theory is thus  ‘ pure ’  in the sense that it is purged of all other values or 
sociological insights that attempt to explain or legitimise legal norms. Law may be 
referred only back onto itself. It is therefore a pure and closed normative order. 13  

 Kelsen ’ s hierarchical normative order cannot and does not continue ad infi ni-
tum. One eventually reaches a norm that does not need a higher norm to validate 
it — the  ‘ basic norm ’  or  Grundnorm  or  Ursprungsnorm  (origin norm). 14  Thus, if 
the statement  ‘ a person who steals ought to be punished ’  is contained in a stat-
ute, then it would follow through a process of regression that  ‘ one ought to obey 
the legislature ’ . In turn, if this norm of obeying the legislature is contained in the 
constitution, one would impute that  ‘ one ought to obey the constitution ’ . If this 
process of regression is continued,  ‘ Ultimately, we reach some constitution that is 
the fi rst historically and that was laid down by an individual usurper or by some 
kind of assembly. ’  15  On the validity of the basic norm, Kelsen argues that it is 
simply  ‘ presupposed ’ . The validity of this fi rst constitution is that presupposi-
tion,  ‘ the fi nal postulate, upon which the validity of all the norms of our legal 
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 16      ibid.  
 17       GTLS , 116.  
 18       PTL , 209;  GTLS , 122 – 23.  
 19      See text to  n 172 in ch 1 .  
 20       PTL , ch IV.  
 21       PTL , ch V; Moore (n 8) 87 – 88.  

order depends ’ . 16  This is the basic norm: coercive acts ought to be carried out only 
under the conditions and in the way determined by the  ‘ fathers ’  of the constitution 
or the organs delegated by them. 17  The basic norm is not, however, the constitu-
tion itself. The constitution is merely a collection of various norms that facilitate 
and guide the creation of further norms. The collection of norms that composes 
the historically fi rst constitution is itself validated by the basic norm: one ought to 
obey the historically fi rst constitution.  

   The State of Emergency and the Pure Theory of Law  

 Suggesting that the decision to declare a state of emergency is contained within 
a legal order permits one to assert that every action of the state may be validated 
by a legal norm, and, consequently, that the state is identical to the legal order. 
However, this syllogism also raises the peculiar instance of law being used to 
suspend itself. Law is a unique discipline in that it regulates its own creation, 
and in certain instances, law may be used to invalidate law. 18  However, a state 
of emergency is notably different in that it is not necessarily new law replacing 
old law; rather, law is being used to say that particular elements of law are no 
longer applicable. As noted in  chapter one , these  ‘ particular elements of law ’  may 
be the very fundamental norms that give the legal order its constitutional iden-
tity. Thus, for the Roman Republic, the dictator harkened back to the very ele-
ments of monarchical tyranny that the Republic was founded to protect against, 
breaking free from the inter-consular veto and the right of the Roman citizen to 
appeal through  provocatio . 19  In modern constitutions, it may be core values such 
as human rights, democracy and the rule of law that are vulnerable. 

 Law ’ s unique capacity to regulate its own creation is understood by the Pure 
Theory through what Kelsen terms the two aspects of legal normative orders: the 
static and the dynamic aspect. A static normative order is one in which the con-
tent of the lower-order norms may be derived from a higher norm. 20  In essence, 
the lower norm is merely a manifestation of an aspect of the higher norm. Thus, 
for example, the norm that  ‘ one ought to have access to proper healthcare ’  may 
be derived from the higher-order norm that  ‘ one has a right to life ’ . In contrast, a 
dynamic normative order is one in which the higher-order norm gives no guid-
ance as to the substantive content of lower-order norms but instead confers power 
onto certain institutions to create the lower-order norms. 21  Thus, a constitution 
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 22       GTLS , 125 – 26.  
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powers supposedly explicit in Art 48 of the Weimar constitution.  

may confer law-making power on a legislature. Most constitutions, therefore, are 
a collection of both dynamic and static aspects. 22  They are dynamic in that they 
specify specifi c institutions and confer norm-creating powers upon them and they 
may also be static in that they may prescribe what the contents of such norms 
ought to be and proscribe what they should not be. This is the primary role of 
rights provisions in constitutions, as any lower-order norms ought to conform 
with and respect the rights contained in the higher-order constitutional norms. 

 The dynamic aspect of the constitution may potentially explain the juridical 
status of the state of emergency. A state of emergency contained in constitutional 
provisions may be construed as a norm-creating power conferred on the body in 
question to act as it sees fi t in an emergency. For example, if an emergency execu-
tive order is pronounced that empowers the police to  ‘ in their absolute discretion, 
search the property of any individual without a warrant ’ , then the syllogistic logic 
employed by the individual subject to such a search order would be: 

  The order issued by the police to me is validated by the executive order. This executive 
order is validated by the declaration of a state of emergency, which is itself contained in 
the constitution. As one ought to obey the constitution, it follows that I ought to obey the 
directions of the police and consent to my property being searched.  

 Such syllogism would present no confl ict to the basic norm and the validity of a 
state of emergency would fl ow from the existing, presupposed basic norm. 

   Power beyond the Law: Rejecting the Identity Thesis ?   

 This syllogism is, however, based primarily upon the dynamic aspect of the con-
stitution and would completely ignore any static norms of such a constitution. 
This would theoretically validate in law any emergency law, no matter how abhor-
rent or repugnant to the constitutional norms enshrined and effective under 
the constitution when in a state of normalcy. Even in a constitutional order that 
does not contain substantive human rights provisions, conceptualising a state of 
emergency as a dynamic norm-creating device is, nevertheless, problematic as the 
new method of producing legal norms — for example, through executive decree 
or truncated legislative procedure — invariably stands in confl ict with the normal 
method prescribed by the constitution. 23  There must, by defi nition, be a confl ict 
between the state of emergency and the prior existing legal order as it is the very 
constraints on power that exist in normalcy that necessitate the declaration of a 
state of emergency. Thus, prolonged emergency rule through the use of executive 
decree may call into question the legislature ’ s role as the principal law-maker in 
a state. This apparent confl ict may be countered and resolved by stating that the 
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 24      Dyzenhaus (n 7) 103.  
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what Oren Gross terms  ‘ extra-legal measures ’  to confront crises.  

 28      ibid.  

emergency provision  ‘ trumps ’  the ordinary mechanism of norm creation and so 
this is not a problem for the Identity Thesis; as long, however, as the emergency 
remains exceptional, ie temporary. 

 Kelsen is committed to subsuming all state power within the legal order and 
his basic norm is an attempt to do this by capping and enclosing the legal order 
with a metaphysical norm. For Kelsen, the sovereignty of a legal order is not an 
attribute of the one who possesses supreme power, but simply the expression of 
the autonomy of that legal order from all other normative orders; an autonomy 
which is assured by the basic norm. 24  The insistence on a separation between 
 ‘ is ’  and  ‘ ought ’  that lies at the heart of Kelsen ’ s conception of law collapses the 
question of legitimacy into the question of legality. For Kelsen, therefore, every 
state is a  Rechtstaat . This focus on form and ignoring the substantive content of 
law that lies at the basis of positivist constitutionalism led Carl Schmitt to argue 
that in such a system,  ‘ a purely formal concept of law, independent of all content, 
is conceivable and tolerable ’ . 25  According to David Dyzenhaus, Schmitt 

  thus alleged that the liberal equation of constitution with written constitution would 
turn an entire constitution into something provisional, a  ‘ blank cheque statute ’ . A genu-
ine constitution should not contain the discretionary power to grant another, radically 
different constitution. 26   

 The above answer that the state of emergency can be constrained by the dynamic 
nature of the legal order therefore conceptualises the state as identical to the legal 
order but at the cost of reducing the constitution to  ‘ a blank cheque statute ’ . Other 
theorists attempt to reject viewing all state power as legal. John Locke ’ s theory of 
the prerogative — the power to do good without a rule and sometimes even against 
this — attempts to circumscribe the state within the rule of law, but still leave a zone 
beyond law in which the sovereign could act. 27  Locke, therefore, does not create a 
model of the state as identical to the legal order but leaves a zone beyond it. Again, 
however, this raises problem of the legitimacy of this power and its accountability 
as if the sovereign is above, or beyond the law, how can it be accountable to it ?  On 
this issue, Locke said that this could only take the form of public acquiescence. If 
the public did disagree with the approach taken by the holder of the prerogative, 
they had no recourse except to throw their arms to heaven. 28  Similarly, Clinton 
Rossiter, despite laying down eleven criteria for assessing whether an emergency is 
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constitutional or not, admitted that  ‘ whatever the theory, in moments of extreme 
national emergency the facts have always been with  …  John Locke ’ . 29    

   Carl Schmitt and the State of Exception  

 Theories such as Locke ’ s therefore envisage state power existing beyond the 
law. This diffi culty that a liberal-democratic constitutional order has in dealing 
with the state of emergency by either recognising a power beyond the law, or by 
attempting to circumscribe the exception within the law, forms the lynchpin of 
Schmitt ’ s  critique of liberalism and its political realisation by way of parliamen-
tary democracy. 

   The Concept of the Political: The Friend–Enemy Distinction  

 Schmitt ’ s challenge to conceptualising the state as identical to the legal order is 
that this deduction starts by assuming that stability and order within the state 
already exist, completely ignoring the fundamental importance of how this order 
was established in the fi rst instance: by an irrational decision taken by the sov-
ereign when it distinguished friend from enemy. 30  Ernst-Wolfgang B ö ckenf ö rde 
argues that there are two common misconceptions about Schmitt ’ s friend–enemy 
 distinction. 31  Firstly, that the friend–enemy distinction turns political debate 
within the state to a friend–enemy distinction, ie opposing political parties or 
ideologies conceptualise themselves as friends and enemies; and secondly, that 
the friend–enemy distinction constitutes a normative theory of politics and the 
political order. Addressing the fi rst misconception, the friend–enemy distinction 
refers not to politics within the state but instead constitutes the distinction that 
identifi es the state as separate from other nations and groupings. Schmitt con-
ceptualised a state as presupposing a relatively ethnically homogeneous popu-
lace or  Volk . 32  However, identifi cation of what exactly unites this population is 
not traceable back to a rational or objectively derivable constituent. Rather, what 
unites the  Volk  or nation is an irrational decision. Schmitt saw all ideologies and 
doctrines as metaphysical and claimed that confl icts between such ideologies 
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 39      Schmitt,  The Concept of the Political  (n 3) 33.  
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 cannot be resolved through rational thought. Instead, such can only be resolved 
by an arbitrary or irrational decision. 33  When distinguishing between friend and 
enemy, this decision, therefore, is also lacking rationality. 34  As this decision is both 
constitutive and expressive of the state, it follows that the state is founded on this 
arbitrary decision of the sovereign. Relatedly, the nature of this decision as lack-
ing rationality means that its legitimacy stems from its authority, not from its 
truth. 35  The decision made by the sovereign in distinguishing between those who 
are within the state (friend), and those who are outside of it (enemy) permits the 
founding of a state. 36  Only states, therefore, and not just any domestic or inter-
national association, are the bearers of politics. 37  To address the second miscon-
ception of the friend–enemy distinction: Schmitt did not posit the friend–enemy 
distinction as a normative theory, but as descriptive of how the political actually 
operates. 38  

 Schmitt thus contends that Kelsen ’ s Identity Thesis starts at the point at which 
the distinction between friend and enemy has already been made and the state is 
stable enough for Kelsen to postulate that the state is identical to the legal order. 
Schmitt considered the friend – enemy distinction to be vital, and argued that its 
intensity must be so extreme as to make war a possibility. Schmitt thus describes 
war as the  ‘ existential negation of the enemy ’ . 39  It is only by defeating the enemy 
that the friend can be secure, and it is only by war that the enemy can be negated. 40  
It follows from this that: 

  Constitutional law then appears as the binding normative order and form determining 
the existence, maintenance, and capability for action of a political unity in the above 
sense. It is and must be the specifi c telos of constitutional law to facilitate, preserve and 
support the state as a political order and unity. 41   
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 Schmitt ’ s decisionism reveals itself by this founding of the state upon this 
 presupposition of the political. Once the distinction between friend and enemy is 
made, the  ‘ relative ethnic homogeneity ’  of the people is established and the order 
necessary to found a legal order is created. 42   

   Schmitt ’ s Critique of Liberalism: The State of Exception  

 While B ö ckenf ö rde is keen to stress that Schmitt ’ s friend–enemy distinction does 
not turn debate within a state into this distinction, as, in general, these contesta-
tions are not of the requisite intensity, he does argue that domestic groups which 
form and oppose each other within the state can potentially escalate in intensity 
to become equivalent to this friend–enemy distinction. It therefore becomes nec-
essary to stabilise the domestic order to pre-empt looming tensions and prevent 
contestations from spiralling out of control and crossing the threshold of inten-
sity necessary to satisfy the friend–enemy distinction being met. 43  In this regard, 
Schmitt argues that a liberal legal order is incapable of intervening to stabilise 
such tensions. Instead, liberalism perpetually postpones the decision necessary to 
distinguish friend from enemy and bring the order required to permit the estab-
lishment of a legal order. 44  Liberalism is the  ‘ enemy of enemies ’  and Kelsen ’ s Pure 
Theory was the embodiment of this liberal order. 45  Dyzenhaus argues that Carl 
Schmitt ’ s critique of liberalism does not claim that liberalism is committed to 

  a global neutrality between ideologies or to a position that attempts to fi nd some sub-
stantive basis for contesting ideologies that assert a global superiority for themselves. 
He does not claim that liberalism is more naturally aligned with a positivist view about 
the nature of law or with a view that claims there is a higher law beyond the positive law 
to which the positive law is somehow subject. He does not claim that liberalism either 
presupposes its own truth or makes no claim to truth. And he does not claim that liberal-
ism is either political or anti-or apolitical. Rather, what is distinctive about his position 
is its thesis that liberalism is doomed to shuttle back and forth between these various 
alternatives. 46   

 Schmitt ’ s position that the political supersedes the legal thus axiomatically stands 
as the antithesis of Kelsen ’ s Identity Thesis. Kelsen ’ s basic norm — that  ‘ coercive 
acts ought to be carried out only under the conditions and in the way determined 
by the  “ fathers ”  of the constitution or the organs delegated by them ’  47  — marks the 
point at which the legal scientist stops her inquiry and presupposes the validity 
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of this basic norm. It is at this point, however, that Schmitt ’ s critique of Kelsenian 
normativism begins. Kelsen and other liberal theorists presuppose the political 
and social stability that makes their subsequent presupposition possible, failing to 
inquire into what caused or permitted this stability to exist in the fi rst instance. 48  
For theorists such as Kelsen,  ‘ the machine runs itself  ’ . 49  However, Schmitt argues 
that it is disingenuous and incorrect to stop inquiry at this point. It is only by tak-
ing this  ‘ order ’  as already established that they have the confi dence to presuppose 
the validity of the basic norm. 50  For Schmitt, however, it is an existential decision, 
not some ultimate norm, that is the basis of a constitution. 51  It is the decision of 
the sovereign to distinguish between friend and enemy that delineates the param-
eters of the state, creating the relative cultural homogeneity within the state and 
the stability and order that fl ows from this. By ignoring the decision upon which 
the state is founded, this fi ction allows liberal legal theorists such as Kelsen to 
believe that the state  is  the legal order and that no state action can be attributed to 
that which is not done through law.  

   Carl Schmitt and the State of Exception  

 This liberal fi ction is fundamentally exposed, however, by the inevitable appear-
ance of a  ‘ state of exception ’ . Schmitt ’ s famous declaration that  ‘ [s]overeign is he 
who decides on [  ü ber ] the exception ’  52  refers both to whether an exception exists 
or not and what ought to be done in such an exception. Despite the forceful-
ness and confi dence of this declaration, Schmitt ’ s confl ation of these two separate 
questions is not prima facie clear. John P McCormick argues that this stems from 
Schmitt ’ s deliberately ambiguous use of the word  ‘ on ’  (  ü ber ). This blurs the dis-
tinction between the two separate questions and belies his endorsement of such 
a separation a year earlier in  The Dictatorship  when discussing the institutional 
separation of these two questions in the Roman Republic. 53  This marks the evolu-
tion in Schmitt ’ s thought from commissarial to sovereign dictatorship. In turn, 
these two separate questions are what Dyzenhaus identifi es as the  ‘ Schmittian 
Challenge ’ . 
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 In  The Dictatorship , published in 1921, Schmitt follows the archetypal 
 normalcy — emergency dichotomy and endorses a commissarial constitutional 
dictatorship to accommodate emergencies. 54  This commissarial dictatorship 
would follow closely the Roman dictatorship and the key elements of the emer-
gency paradigm identifi ed in  chapter one , ie a crisis identifi ed and labelled by a 
state to be of such magnitude that it is deemed to cross a threat-severity threshold, 
necessitating urgent, exceptional and consequently temporary actions by the state 
not permissible when normal conditions exist. However, only a year later, in 1922, 
Schmitt abandons this constitutional dictatorship in  Political Theology , endors-
ing a potentially all-powerful sovereign that must not only operate in a period 
of emergency but would be a permanent feature of the state ’ s legal and political 
landscape. 55  

 For Schmitt, it is the essence of sovereignty both to decide what an exceptional 
situation is, and to make the decisions appropriate to that exception. 56  Schmitt 
draws an analogy between the sovereign ’ s ability to intervene and act without 
legal authority and sometimes even against it, to the theological idea of a mir-
acle by divine intervention which cannot be explained by the scientifi c laws of 
the  universe. 57  Thus, what characterises the exception is unlimited authority; the 
suspension of the legal order. 58  With this decision, the exception, according to 
Schmitt, reveals the true nature of the state ’ s authority. 59  In a manner similar to 
how the political necessarily existed prior to the establishment of the legal order, 
so too can it intervene in this legal order when it is necessary and it is for the sover-
eign, not the legal order, to decide when that is and what that intervention should 
entail. Schmitt argues, therefore, that the spectre of the initial decision made by 
the sovereign continues to haunt the legal order that is subsequently established 
thereunder. 

 Gross describes Schmitt ’ s theory of the exception as his  ‘ main weapon in his 
attack on liberalism ’ . 60  According to Schmitt, the decision as to the existence of the 
exception is a decision in the truest sense of the word: 

  Because a general norm as represented by an ordinary legal prescription can never 
encompass a total exception, the decision that a real exception exists cannot be entirely 
derived from this norm. 61   
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 As a legal norm requires a level of certainty and clarity to be effective, Schmitt 
argues that the exception cannot be circumscribed by law as there can be no norm 
applicable to chaos. 62  In so doing, Schmitt also reveals that he considers   ‘ clarity 
and effectiveness ’  to be fundamental aspects of law and, in turn, the rule of law. 
While the paradigmatic example of a state of exception is war, the Schmittian 
exception relates to a much broader array of political phenomena that cannot 
be considered to be circumscribed by legal rules. 63  At best it can be  ‘ character-
ised as a case of extreme peril, a danger to the existence of the state, or the like ’ . 64  
Schmitt considers the exception therefore to be the  ‘ purest expression and refl ec-
tion of the  political ’ . 65  This decisionist nature of Schmitt ’ s theory is, according to 
Gross, normatively indefensible as it can lead to the justifi cation of authoritarian 
dictatorship. 66  

 Schmitt justifi es dictatorial action on the basis of the pre-constitutional sov-
ereign will of the people and not the principles embodied within the constitu-
tion itself. 67  Thus Aoife O ’ Donoghue argues that Schmitt ’ s idea of the nation is 
associated with the commonality of the community. 68  In this regard, some may 
claim that Schmitt  ‘ aims to rescue the primacy of democracy over the rule of law ’ , 
given the prominence he appears to accord to the  ‘ pre-constitutional sovereign 
will of the people ’ . 69  Schmitt, however, can only be considered  ‘ democratic ’  in 
the extremely thin sense that he considers the legitimacy of the state to derive 
from the people or  Volk  as distinct from God. 70  Among the political regimes and 
constitutional orders that Schmitt was perfectly content to consider democratic 
was no less than the Third Reich. Thus, Christoph M ö llers, suggests that the  ‘ con-
struction of the  F ü hrer  permitted the establishment of a permanent revolution-
ary subject which, right to the very end of the Nazi era, referred to the German 
people as the source of its own legitimacy ’ . 71  The people therefore are a conveni-
ent substitute for God, albeit they are given a voice through an all-powerful sov-
ereign speaking on their behalf. 72  In this regard, it is important to note the innate 
religious dimension that is latent in Schmitt ’ s work and that is fundamentally 
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infl uenced by his strong Catholic faith. 73  Thus, Schmitt ’ s fi delity to  ‘ the people ’  
is questionable at best. Rather, what is key is that, for Schmitt, constitutionalism 
can only be realised and made possible by a wilful exercise of political power. 74  
Constitutionalism is therefore dependent on an underlying positive decision and 
not a norm of presupposed validity. 75  Consequently, Schmitt considers that the 
state cannot be equated to the legal order as there will always be actions of the 
state beyond law. From this, Schmitt deduces that:  ‘ Sovereign is he who decides 
the exception. ’  76    

   Confronting the State of Exception: Preserving 
the Identity Thesis  

 Kelsen was aware that Schmitt believed his legal science was simply a neutral mask 
for liberalism ’ s particular metaphysics. 77  NE Simmonds, evaluating Dyzenhaus ’  
work on Schmitt, Kelsen and Heller, states that:  ‘ Kelsen ’ s relentless pursuit of a 
value-free legal science has the paradoxical effect of exposing the liberal legal 
order ’ s rootedness in existential choice, so that the Pure Theory tends to con-
fi rm Schmitt ’ s decisionism as the truth of liberal jurisprudence. ’  78  To resist Carl 
Schmitt ’ s challenge, Dyzenhaus argues that we must refuse to accept the two limbs 
of the Schmittian challenge — that the Sovereign can both decide on the existence 
of a state of exception and what must be done in lieu of this declaration. To do 
this, Dyzenhaus argues for maintenance of the rule of law during a state of emer-
gency and that such a conception of the rule of law must be substantive or  ‘ thick ’ . 79  
One must imbue the legal order with some sense of value and avoid the positivist 
disposition of collapsing the issue of legitimacy into a thin form of legality. Con-
sequently, Dyzenhaus rejects the contention that the state of emergency can satisfy 
rule-of-law constraints simply because it conforms with Kelsen ’ s  ‘ dynamic aspect ’  
of a legal order. 80  This syllogism would, however, also be rejected by Schmitt: such 
an empty-formalistic conception of the rule of law is in fact a recognition of the 
failure of the liberal-democratic order, a cloaking device hiding the true nature of 
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the state, namely that:  ‘ Sovereign is he who decides the exception. ’  81  In this regard, 
Schmitt himself clings to a concept of the formalist conception of the rule of law 
thicker than mere  ‘ rule by law ’  82  to argue that the state of exception cannot be 
prescribed by law. Given that the exception cannot be constrained by law as it is 
too vague a concept and so lacking clarity and certainty, Schmitt reveals himself as 
believing that clarity and certainty are necessary prerequisites for a norm to satisfy 
in order for it to be considered to be part of a legal order. 83  

 In turn, I also reject arguments that a state of emergency contained within a 
constitutional provision can be described wholly by the dynamic aspect of law as 
such a power cannot be explained by reference to the hierarchy of norms alone. 
Instead, such a syllogism must reach for a more embryonic power, ie constitu-
ent power; a power beyond law which establishes the constitution and legal order 
in the fi rst instance. 84  While this may suggest that I agree with Schmitt, I, how-
ever, take the opposite conclusion and contend that this claim for the constituent 
power through the state of exception must be rejected. Thus, the power to declare 
a state of emergency, while exceptional in the sense that it should be exercised 
rarely, must nevertheless be located within the legal order. The body exercising 
emergency powers must respect the constitutional constraints on the exercise of 
that power and, logically, there must also be constraints on this power for it to be 
legal. 85  These constraints must, I contend, be judicial in nature. 

   Confl icts between Norms: The Hierarchy of Norms  

 From a  ‘ legal constitutionalist ’  perspective, the status of a constitution as a collec-
tion of the highest legal norms in a state is inextricably linked to the possibility of 
lower-order norms such as legislation being invalidated on the grounds that they 
are incompatible with constitutional norms. 86  This superiority of a constitution 
is necessarily and indelibly linked to whether judicial review of legislative action is 
available. 87  Alexander Hamilton in the  Federalist Papers  stated that: 

  There is no position which depends on clearer principles than that every act of a del-
egated authority, contrary to the tenor of the commission, under which it is exercised, is 
void. No legislative act, therefore, contrary to the Constitution, can be valid. To deny this 
would be to affi rm that the deputy is greater than his principal; that the servant is above 
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his master; that the representatives of the people are superior to the people themselves; 
that men acting by virtue of powers may do not only what their powers do not authorize, 
but what they forbid. 88   

 The procedural peculiarity surrounding the amendment of a constitution when 
compared against other norm-creating procedures (eg the ordinary legislative 
process) may also indicate a constitution ’ s legal superiority. Thus, while law may 
be dynamic in the sense that it regulates its own creation, constitutional norms 
must possess a certain degree of resistance to change or repeal that distinguishes 
them from other legal norms such as legislation. In certain instances, this resist-
ance to law ’ s dynamic nature may be entwined with the issue of the availability of 
judicial review of legislative acts, as evidenced by debates in Weimar Germany. 89  
Like the US Constitution, the matter as to whether judicial scrutiny of legislative 
acts for conformity with the constitution was possible was not expressly enumer-
ated in the Weimar Constitution. 90  Gerhard Amsch ü tz argued that no such power 
was available to the judiciary under the Weimar Constitution as this constitution 
could be amended by ordinary legislation. 91  Amsch ü tz concluded that  ‘ the Con-
stitution and the statute are manifestations of the will of the very same power, the 
legislative power ’ . 92  Consequently, he argued that there was no distinction between 
ordinary legislative power and constitution-making power — the constituent 
power or  pouvoir constituent . The constitution, therefore, under this argument, 
was not above the legislature but rather  ‘ at its disposal ’  and the fact that qualifying 
majorities were required to amend the constitution did not alter this conclusion. 93  
Carl Joachim Friedrich therefore argued that  ‘ those in favour of judicial review 
must concentrate upon this central question:  “ is the Constitution a superior legal 
rule and a fundamental law or not ?  ”  ’  94  Kelsen echoes this position, arguing that if 
a constitution lays down certain prescriptions and these are not followed, it must 
foresee this possibility and account for it: 

  The constitution may then designate the organ that has to decide whether or not the pre-
scriptions regulating the legislative function were observed. If this organ is different from 
the legislative organ, it forms an authority above the legislator.  …  If no organ different 
from the legislative is called upon to inquire into the constitutionality of statutes, the 
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question whether or not a statute is constitutional has to be decided  …  by the legislative 
organ itself. Then, everything that is passed by the legislative organ as a statute has to be 
accepted as a statute in the sense of the constitution. In this case, no statute enacted by 
the legislative organ can be considered to be unconstitutional. 95   

 It was also suggested in Weimar Germany that not expressly prohibiting judi-
cial review of the constitutionality of legislation would, like in the United States, 
eventually lead to the  Reichsgericht  (Weimar Germany Federal Supreme Court) 
declaring that it had such a power to do so. 96  This proved to be prophetic with 
the  Reichsgericht  eventually holding on 4 November 1925 that it had the power to 
review the constitutionality of statutes: 

  Since the national Constitution itself contains no provisions according to which the deci-
sion of constitutionality of national statutes has been taken away from the courts, and 
has been transferred to another determinate authority, the right and the obligation of the 
judge to examine the constitutionality of statutes must be recognised. 97   

 Amsch ü tz ’ s argument, therefore, was rejected by the  Reichsgericht  and conse-
quently, in Weimar Germany, there was a fundamental difference between legisla-
tive power and  ‘ constitution-making power ’ . This distinction is of fundamental 
importance for a state seeking to establish a constitutionalist framework for the 
control and exercise of state power. This is corroborated to an extent by Schmitt 
who argued that a genuine constitution would never permit its alteration into a 
fundamentally different document. 98  A constitution of a republic, for example, 
should not allow its alteration into an absolute monarchy. Thus, Schmitt also 
draws a distinction between the constitutional amendment power and the constit-
uent power which can radically alter and transform the constitution. 99  That stated, 
the rejection of Amsch ü tz ’ s argument did not save the Weimar Constitution as it 
was through the use of the emergency clause in Article 48 that the constitution was 
reduced to a  ‘ blank cheque statute ’  and this radical transformation of the constitu-
tional order could take place. 100   

   Confl icts between Constitutional Norms  

 The Pure Theory of law ’ s concept of the unity of a legal order allows for no confl ict 
between norms. Where there is confl ict, Kelsen suggests that the Pure Theory can 
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rectify it. Confl ict between two norms of different hierarchal status are resolved by 
the higher-order norm superseding the lower-order norm so that in effect there 
is no confl ict. 101  If there is a confl ict between norms of hierarchal parity, Kelsen 
argues that this can be resolved by either of two ways. Firstly, the most recently 
created norm must be considered as having priority over the older norm and 
the older norm must be considered to have been repealed by the newer norm 
in accordance with the principle  lex posterior derogate priori . 102  Secondly, if both 
norms are created simultaneously, such as norms contained within the same piece 
of legislation constitution, such confl icts ought to be resolved through a process of 
holistic interpretation. A holistic or harmonious approach to constitutional inter-
pretation views the constitutional norm in question to be part of a collection of 
norms, a broader tapestry revealing its true intention and meaning when viewed 
as a whole. 103  The constitutional norm in question is but one part of the jigsaw 
that is the constitution. This approach seeks to avoid confl icting constitutional 
norms that may arise when interpreting a norm solely in isolation. Instead, if there 
are two apparently confl icting constitutional norms, a harmonious interpretation 
seeks to resolve this confl ict by reaching an understanding of the constitution that 
mediates between the confl icting norms. 

 Confl icts between constitutional norms may also be resolved by identifying a 
hierarchy of norms within the constitution itself. 104  This approach does not con-
sider every norm contained within a constitution to be of equal importance, but 
instead identifi es those norms which are most important, accords them the req-
uisite position of hierarchy, and resolves confl icts between norms in favour of the 
higher norm. Constitutional norms may be identifi ed as higher than others by 
an explicit indication in the text that accords them this superiority, or through a 
process of interpretation by the judiciary. 105  A hierarchy of constitutional norms 
may be invoked to resolve confl icts between different constitutional rights with 
some rights identifi ed as more important and, consequently,  ‘ trumping ’  others in 
certain situations. 106  Thus, bearing this in mind, how does one resolve a confl ict 
between norms when one norm explicitly states that it must be interpreted in 
isolation, thereby excluding the possibility of harmonious interpretation ?  Is this 
requirement of interpretive isolation also a claim to hierarchal superiority ?  This 
question is particularly relevant when it involves constitutional emergency powers 
that permit the suspension of other constitutional norms. 
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 When dealing with a constitutional norm that enables a state of emergency, one 
could potentially resolve any possible confl ict of norms by arguing that the other 
norms are rendered conditional by the constitutional norm that enables a state of 
emergency. In other words, one ought to interpret every right or constitutional 
conferral of power as applicable only when a state of normalcy exists. If this is the 
case, then there is no confl ict as the other norms are not applicable in a period of 
emergency. In effect, the constitutional norm that enables a state of emergency 
supersedes all other constitutional norms. However, according emergency pow-
ers a position of constitutional hierarchy vindicates Carl Schmitt, or at the very 
least, makes the legal order vulnerable to the Schmittian Challenge by reducing 
the constitution to a  ‘ blank-cheque statute ’  in order to cling on to this thread of 
legality. Conversely, recognising a hierarchy of norms within a constitution is to 
argue instead that it gives rise to the potential for  ‘ unconstitutional constitutional 
norms ’  or an interpretation of constitutional norms that is unconstitutional. This 
idea can assist in removing the state of emergency from its apparent constitutional 
apex and establishing the primacy of judicial review as a necessary control on the 
decision to declare a state of emergency in order to conceptualise it as validated by 
the legal order and successfully confront the Schmittian Challenge.  

   Unconstitutional Constitutional Norms: The Case 
for Judicial Review  

 The idea of unconstitutional constitutional norms appears, at fi rst instance, to 
be oxymoronic. If a norm is enumerated in a constitution, then it is, axiomati-
cally, a constitutional norm and therefore constitutional. Notwithstanding this, 
the concept of an unconstitutional norm has been approached by supreme 
and constitutional courts in a number of jurisdictions. 107  In order to identify 
whether unconstitutional constitutional norms or amendments may be possible, 
Rory O ’ Connell identifi es four factors that need to be considered: (i) What is 
the amending procedure provided in the constitution ?  (ii) Does the constitution 
explicitly state that some provisions cannot be amended ?  (iii) Is there an express 
provision that amendments may be subject to judicial review ?  (iv) Does the consti-
tution explicitly state that some provisions are hierarchically superior to others? 108  
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 In the German and Indian constitutions, for example, there exists a clear hier-
archy of norms within the constitution itself. 109  Other constitutions contain what 
are termed  ‘ eternity clauses ’  — provisions that are stated to be unamendable and 
therefore  ‘ eternal ’ . 110  If another constitutional norm confl icts with this higher con-
stitutional norm, the confl ict ought to be resolved in favour of the higher norm. 
This may take the form of interpreting the subservient constitutional norm in 
a manner so that it does not confl ict with the higher constitutional norm, or in 
the most extreme cases, it will involve a declaration of invalidity of the offend-
ing constitutional norm. Such a declaration generally comes to light in instances 
involving constitutional amendments, as opposed to norms that have existed in 
a constitution since its inception; however, there is no conceptual reason why it 
should only be limited to amendments. Instead, such constitutional norms may 
remain unapplied by the courts, or may be cited as inapplicable and in this man-
ner the superior constitutional norm is able to prevail. In this manner, such norms 
may lose their validity through a process of constitutional desuetude. 111  

 The existence of unconstitutional constitutional norms requires that a state ’ s 
constitutional or supreme court be empowered to invalidate constitutional amend-
ments or provisions. 112  Judicial supremacy is mandated by these higher norms, 
but also must be constrained by them. Therefore, the exercise of judicial power in 
contravention of these norms would also be invalid and illegitimate. The issue of 
unconstitutional constitutional amendments came to the fore in India following 
Indira Gandhi ’ s victory in the 1971 election and her party securing two-thirds of 
the seats in parliament. Parliament enacted the 24th, 25th, 26th and 29th Amend-
ments to restrict judges ’  power, and property rights. However, in  Kesavananda 
v Kerala  113  the Supreme Court again reviewed the constitutionality of constitu-
tional amendments. Firstly, the court overruled the majority in  Golak Nath  which 
held that the human rights provisions of the Indian Constitution could not be 
amended, 114  arguing that Article 368 of the Indian Constitution (the amendment 
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article) permitted the amendment of any part of the Constitution. However, the 
Court instead homed in on the concept of  ‘ amendment ’ , declaring that Parliament 
could only amend the Constitution and not abolish its essential features. 115  Some 
judges identifi ed these essential features based on the fundamental values identi-
fi ed in the Indian Constitution. The six dissenting judges, however, argued that all 
parts of the Constitution were of the same hierarchy and therefore none could be 
given priority over others. 116  

 The clash between Gandhi and the Supreme Court came to a head in 1975. 
In June 1975 the High Court declared Gandhi ’ s victory in the 1971 election inva-
lid due to the corrupt practices she and her party were found to have engaged in. 
Following this, Gandhi ’ s Parliament passed the 38th Amendment, which provided 
that any decision to declare an emergency under India ’ s constitution was unre-
viewable by the courts, and the 39th Amendment, which retrospectively altered 
the laws under which Gandhi was convicted of committing election offences. 117  
Yet again, however, the Supreme Court struck down a constitutional amendment, 
this time the 39th Amendment on the grounds that precluding judicial review of 
electoral matters would render the concept of free and fair elections a myth. 118  

 Once again, Gandhi responded with another constitutional amendment — the 
42nd Amendment — which O ’ Connell describes as  ‘ a war against the judiciary ’ . 119  
This Amendment declared Parliament ’ s constituent power to be absolute, asserted 
the superiority of legislation implementing directive policies over fundamental 
rights, and restricted the Court ’ s range of remedies and actions. In response to 
this, the Supreme Court held in  Minerva Mills  that: 

  Since the Constitution had conferred a limited amending power on Parliament, the 
 Parliament cannot under the exercise of that limited power enlarge that very power into 
an absolute power. Indeed, a limited amending power is one of the basic features of our 
Constitution and therefore, the limitations on that power cannot be destroyed. 120   

 The Indian experience of unconstitutional constitutional amendments illustrates 
how the amendment power has a close relation to the constituent power — the 
power that posits or founds the constitution in the fi rst instance — yet the amend-
ment power must still be conceptualised as a constituted power. The Indian 
approach is thus to state that an unlimited amendment power amounts to a claim 
for the constituent power and, consequently, such an interpretation would reduce 
the constitution to what Schmitt would term a  ‘ blank cheque statute ’ . Conse-
quently, the Indian Supreme Court found that the Indian Constitution did not 
prescribe an unlimited amending power. Indeed, it is debatable whether such 
power can actually be prescribed by law as such a power would, in reality, be the 
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constituent power — the powers constituted by the Constitution cannot reach or 
claim for a power that is beyond them. Therefore, the power to amend the Indian 
Constitution through the process prescribed by it is a constituted power. In this 
manner, the Indian Supreme Court essentially recognised the argument made by 
Schmitt that a true constitution cannot enumerate a power for it to be radically 
altered into a fundamentally different constitutional order. 121    

   The Permanent State of Emergency as an 
Unconstitutional Constitutional Amendment  

 As established in  chapter one , a state of emergency should, ideally, be a reactive or 
defensive mechanism. Its justifi cation rests in the fact that it is temporary; required 
to restore normalcy and therefore negating its own necessity. A state of emergency 
should therefore be temporary and non-transformative. 122  Carl Schmitt ’ s concept 
of sovereign dictatorship is not justifi ed on the grounds of restoring normalcy, 
however; it is permanent. It is seen as always being needed and, as such, is not 
defensive but transformative. Even if the constitutional order established creates, 
for example, a parliamentary democracy based on a separation of powers, the con-
stituent power possessed by the sovereign stands in the shadows, waiting to be 
revealed in the moment of exception. Relatedly, the communist dictatorship of 
the proletariat is, like commissarial dictatorship, envisaged to be temporary, but 
rather than restoring the prior status quo, its goal is to usher in a new communist 
utopian conception of society. 123  It is temporary, but transformative. The ques-
tion this raises is the nature of the dictatorial power created by the state of excep-
tion and its relation to the intention of the dictator. If the form of the dictatorial 
regime and power invested in this offi ce are identical, does the raison d ’  ê tre of the 
dictatorship make a difference to its relationship with the pre-existing legal order ?  
Is that pre-existing legal order or the norms contained therein still valid ?  Must we 
look to the intention of those deciding that an emergency exists and still exists in 
order to assess whether a declared state of emergency is defensive or revolution-
ary ?  Is the only answer to this question that one ought to look at the intention of 
whoever has declared a state of emergency ?  

 As stated previously, Kelsen ’ s Pure Theory of law views the legal order as a 
system of norms validated by higher norms, all made valid by presupposing 
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the validity of the basic norm. To state that a norm ’ s validity is imputed from a 
higher norm is not the entire picture, however. Kelsen asserts that the relation-
ship between the validity and effectiveness — whether a norm is actually followed 
or not — of a legal norm is one of the most diffi cult problems in positivist legal 
theory. 124  Two diametrically opposed streams of thought on this issue can be iden-
tifi ed: fi rst, that which asserts a norm is valid, regardless of its effi cacy; and second, 
that which holds that a norm is not valid unless it is effective. 125  Kelsen rejects the 
fi rst argument — that a norm is valid regardless of its effi cacy — as this ignores the 
observed reality that a legal norm, and, indeed, a legal order as a whole, ceases to 
be effective to such an extent that they no longer actually exist. 126  In such instances 
it is wrong to say that such norms are still valid. The second position — that valid-
ity and effectiveness are identical — is also problematic as it falls into the trap of 
confusing the  ‘ is ’  with the  ‘ ought ’  127  and conceptualises norms as true or false, 
rather than valid or invalid. 128  As a result, Kelsen settles upon a medium between 
these two confl icting positions, arguing that effectiveness is a necessary condition 
of validity, but it is not identical to validity. 129  Deriving from this, Kelsen recog-
nises the concept of desuetude or  desuetudo : that a norm can become invalidated 
if it falls into disuse and is ineffective for a substantial period of time. 130   

   Constitutional Desuetude  

 Kelsen describes desuetude as a  ‘ negative custom ’  surrounding a norm. While 
the norm in question exists in the sense that it is enumerated in the manner 
in which the legal order stipulates that a valid norm has been created, it has 
not been exercised for an extended period of time. In this regard, the norm in 
question is lacking the modicum of effectiveness necessary to ensure its valid-
ity. Desuetude is generally concerned with norms contained in statutes, par-
ticularly in civil legal systems; however, constitutional theorists have begun to 
explore the concept of desuetude in the context of constitutional norms. Richard 
Albert, for example, argues that desuetude requires three elements: (1) sustained 
(2) conscious non-use, and (3) political repudiation are necessary in order 
to render a rule desuetudinal. 131  Albert then applies this theory to the British 
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 powers of  disallowance and reservation which are entrenched in the Canadian 
Constitution to argue that they evince evidence of desuetude. 132  

 Non-use of a constitutional power is also a key indicator of what Adrian 
 Vermeule describes as  ‘ constitutional atrophy ’ . 133  Vermeule argues that certain 
constitutional provisions may, due to their disuse over time, lose their political 
legitimacy such that a future attempt to revive the power amounts to  ‘ an illegiti-
mate attempt to change the rules of the political game ’ . 134  Albert argues that the 
vehicle for constitutional amendment by desuetude is custom. Custom or  ‘ conven-
tion ’  is also a key factor in Vermeule ’ s argument regarding the atrophy of consti-
tutional powers. A political actor may fail to exercise a power out of fear that they 
will face a political backlash. Vermeule gives the example of the Crown veto over 
legislation in the UK as an illustration of this point with the last veto over legisla-
tion exercised by Queen Anne in 1708. 135  Today, it is unimaginable that the Crown 
would now veto a piece of legislation. The distinction between atrophy and desu-
etude appears to be this relation between validity and effectiveness, with Vermeule 
stating that constitutional powers that have atrophied lose their legitimacy; he 
does not, however, go so far as to say they lose their legal validity. This may be due 
to the fact that desuetude is not recognised in many common law legal systems, 
owing to the fact that ineffective legal norms can often be repealed or amended 
by a simple act of parliament. 136  Albert, in contrast, argues that constitutions may 
be amended through desuetude, which would suggest that the prior existing con-
stitutional norms that have been amended have lost their validity. However, he 
uses the term  ‘ political validity ’  as distinct from legal validity, which again may be 
symptomatic of the contested status of desuetude in the legal orders from which 
his examples are drawn. 137  In this regard, I argue that such norms do not merely 
lose their political validity but, in line with Kelsen ’ s theory on the relation between 
the validity and effectiveness of legal norms, their legal validity too. Albert further 
contends that constitutional desuetude is only possible in jurisdictions covered by 
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a written constitution. 138  Moreover, while Albert and Vermeule focus mostly on 
the constitutional powers of specifi c actors — ie dynamic constitutional norms —
 there is no reason why the idea of constitutional desuetude or atrophy cannot 
apply to other static constitutional norms, eg constitutional rights. 139  In addition, 
Vermeule ’ s theory of constitutional atrophy applies to both written and unwritten 
constitutions. I will return to this issue in  chapter six  when discussing how unwrit-
ten constitutional orders such as that of the UK which proclaim the sovereignty of 
Parliament confront the Schmittian challenge and whether norms in the British 
Constitution can be identifi ed as falling into desuetude. 140   

   The Permanent State of Emergency and the Validity 
and Effectiveness of Constitutional Norms  

 This potential for norms to lose their validity through desuetude establishes the 
primacy of  ‘ temporariness ’  in order to ensure a state of emergency is contained 
within the legal order and Kelsen ’ s Identity Thesis is maintained. A declaration of 
a state of emergency as prescribed by the constitution has the potential to suspend 
certain constitutional provisions by rendering them temporarily ineffective. Thus, 
if the state of emergency has suspended the writ of habeas corpus, one cannot 
petition the court for relief using this writ. A situation may arise, however, where 
such norms have been suspended perpetually and have not been applicable for 
years or even decades. If a norm or norms within a constitution are by and large 
ineffective, and have been so for a prolonged period of time, it would be disin-
genuous to describe them as norms as the  ‘ ought ’  that they prescribe is not being 
obeyed. According to Raz: 

  Laws guide human behaviour.  …  A law, the existence of which is unknown, or that is 
never acted on by the police nor enforced by judges or juries does not guide the behav-
iour of most people, not even that of law-abiding people. There seems, therefore, to be no 
reason to regard it as part of the legal system, since its complete ineffi cacy has deprived it 
of the main characteristic of law, that of guiding behaviour. 141   

 The constitutional norms perpetually suspended by the permanent emergency 
lack the necessary element of effi cacy required for a norm to be valid. This has 
stemmed from the factual reality that the emergency has not fulfi lled its raison 
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d ’  ê tre; that it is a temporary aberration from the status quo. A declaration of a 
state of emergency that has the potential to render certain constitutional norms 
ineffective and create a permanent state of emergency can render constitutional 
norms permanently ineffective and therefore invalid. The constitution, therefore, 
has been changed in a manner inconsistent with the ordinary amendment proce-
dure. If there is no possibility for judicial review of the decision to declare a state 
of emergency, then there is no reason in law to assume that it will be temporary. 
It is only by the possibility of this decision being subject to scrutiny that one can 
consider it to be potentially temporary. To recap, the assessment of an issue that 
acts as a limit on the power of a decision-maker, if it truly is to be a limit on their 
power, cannot be exclusively assessed by the decision-maker and consequently is 
amenable to judicial review. Thus, if the existence of a state of emergency is wholly 
at the discretion of those who declared it, then the requirement that it be tempo-
rary is not a legal one. 

 The logical question that fl ows from this issue is assessing the permanence of 
a state of emergency. At what stage does the derogation or suspension of a legal 
norm impact upon its effi cacy to such an extent that it loses its validity ?  Like the 
concept of emergency itself,  ‘ temporariness ’  is a term that eludes precise defi ni-
tion. When an emergency is declared, and constitutional norms are suspended 
or derogated from, they arguably become immediately ineffective but one can-
not say that these norms have immediately lost their validity. This ineffectiveness 
can, however, be explained initially by a harmonious interpretation between the 
emergency power and the suspended constitutional norm by interpreting the sus-
pended norms as  ‘ one ought to obey, but not during a period of emergency ’ . This 
harmonious interpretation only works, however, upon the assumption of a sepa-
ration between normalcy and emergency, with restoration of normalcy being the 
raison d ’  ê tre of the emergency. Without this assumption, harmonious interpreta-
tion fails and a confl ict between the two constitutional norms remains. It would be 
disingenuous to resolve the confl ict in favour of the perpetually suspended norm 
as it is a norm that is clearly not being obeyed. If one resolves it in favour of the 
emergency constitutional norm, then one is back to the position of the emergency 
constitutional power being used to invalidate another constitutional norm. The 
issue this points to therefore is not when an emergency becomes permanent, but 
whether there is a  possibility  of a permanent emergency coming into existence 
under the constitutional structure. It is a thought experiment designed to high-
light the diffi culties and consequences of perpetuating an emergency at the dis-
cretion of a political actor. This thought experiment shows that the decision to 
declare and perpetuate a state of emergency must be subject to the rule of law and 
judicial review in order to permit a harmonious interpretation of the constitution. 
An interpretation of a constitutional provision that precludes judicial review of 
the existence of a state of emergency has the potential to permit a permanent state 
of emergency as the reasons pertaining to the existence of a state of emergency do 
not have to be substantially justifi ed in law. 
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 The problem of the perpetuation of a state of emergency even when judicial 
review is available can be solved, I contend, by arguing that each time the emer-
gency is reviewed by the judiciary, it is still done so on the grounds that it is tempo-
rary and with a view to bringing it to an end. The suspended norms still exert their 
existence in the assessment process, with the existence of the emergency being 
referred back to the necessity of such powers, and consequently the necessity of 
derogation from the suspended norms. 142  In contrast, when the existence and per-
petuation of an emergency is at the sole discretion of a body, the decision is justi-
fi ed on the grounds of authority, not on a reasonable calculation of the costs and 
opportunity costs of declaring an emergency, ie one cannot say that it was done 
in accordance with the rule of law by reference back to the suspended norms and 
their infl uence. 

   Permanent States of Emergency and the Repudiation 
of Constitutional Norms  

 Albert argues that constitutional desuetude can be distinguished by dormancy. 
A dormant constitutional provision is one that has not been used in some time; 
however, it has not been subjected to the public repudiation that the norm subject 
to constitutional desuetude has been. 143  A dormant constitutional norm, there-
fore, does not suffer from the same illegitimacy that the desuetudinal one does and 
so its revival is perfectly legitimate. With regards to constitutional norms indefi -
nitely suspended as a result of a permanent state of emergency, it may be argued 
that these norms are not potentially desuetudinal but merely dormant, waiting for 
the right conditions to arise whereby they can be revived. The diffi culty, however, 
with this is that it may fall prey to the Schmittian challenge by once again stretch-
ing the concept of legality so broadly as to legitimise any action of the state from 
a legal perspective. One making such an argument would do well to heed Ellen 
 Kennedy ’ s assertion that to state that an individual has rights even though they 
cannot enforce them is to fall into the sinister trap laid by Schmitt. 144  

 In the context of emergency powers, it is highly unlikely that suspended consti-
tutional norms will be expressly repudiated in the sense that, for example, political 
actors or the courts state that these norms no longer have a value. This argument, 
however, ignores the fact that a declaration of a state of emergency  is  an express 
assertion that the impugned constitutional norms in question should not be fol-
lowed; that they are, at best inappropriate for the exceptional conditions facing 
the state, or, at worst, that they counterproductive and jeopardising the security 
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of the state. A declaration of a state of emergency therefore  is  a repudiation of the 
suspended constitutional norms and repeated assertions that the emergency can-
not be ended amount to a repeated repudiation of the suspended constitutional 
norms. In essence, a state of emergency is a declaration that the rules of the game 
have changed and a renewal of the declaration is a restatement of the fact that the 
rules of the game have still changed. However, it should also be a declaration that 
they have only  temporarily  changed. Consequently, temporariness is of paramount 
importance when assessing whether a permanent state of emergency has caused 
certain constitutional norms to fall into desuetude.   

   The Permanent State of Emergency 
as a Claim for the Constituent Power  

 In a legal system where the legislature lacks the power to amend the constitu-
tion, a statute that attempts to do so will be invalid. It is invalid, not because it 
is in confl ict with a higher normative value such as dignity, but because it lacks 
the power to act in the way it has attempted to act, ie it is ultra vires the powers 
given to the legislature by the constitution. It is attempting to do something that 
the constitution has not empowered it to do. 145  While this statement is incredibly 
rudimentary, it is of vital importance as it applies in instances where the legislature 
in a state may not necessarily intend to amend the constitution explicitly but the 
statute they pass in actuality has this effect; or, in instances where an interpreta-
tion of the constitution or a constitutional norm proffered would have the effect 
of transferring the power to amend the constitution from one branch to another. 
In other words, it would be an attempt by the legislature to claim the amendment 
power that may not be prescribed to it under the constitution. 

 As noted above, Schmitt ’ s theory of sovereignty and the decision to declare a 
state of exception can be viewed as an expression of, or a claim for, the constitu-
ent power that founds the constitution. Andreas Kalyvas discusses the merging of 
these conceptions of sovereignty and constituent power, arguing that sovereign-
ty ’ s traditional understanding as command-based authority has had a negative 
effect on the normative value of sovereignty in political and legal science. Instead, 
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 Kalyvas suggests that a better understanding of sovereignty is to consider it in 
terms of constituent power, an understanding he attributes to (amongst others) 
Carl Schmitt. 146  For Schmitt, sovereignty is not the ultimate  ‘ coercive power of 
command ’  but is instead the power to found, to posit or constitute, ie a constitu-
tive power. 147  Emmanuel Joseph Siey è s recognised this formulation of the con-
stituent power as  ‘ the moment of a constitution ’ s founding and an expression of 
the essential relation between the people and the state ’ . 148  Under this understand-
ing, the constituent power determines the constitutional structure. Hence, the 
constituent power creates the  ‘ constituted powers ’  that derive their validity from 
the constitution and are exercised through institutions created by the constitu-
tion. The constitution thus presupposes the constituent power and Illan Rua Wall 
argues that Siey è s makes constituent power into the very constitution itself. 149  
The constitution, therefore, is an expression of the constituent power. 150  

 Martin Loughlin argues that Hans Kelsen and others who try to conceptual-
ise a legal order as a closed system of norms ignore this constructive concept of 
the constituent power. 151  According to this  ‘ normative ’  account, what authorises 
the  ‘ original constitution ’ , ie what is the constituent power, cannot be answered 
through law but can only be presupposed. Again, this is the critique of the Pure 
Theory of law as only being pure because it ignores the foundational moment, 
permitting the assumption of a closed system of norms, thus collapsing the con-
cept of legitimacy into the concept of legality. 152  While Schmitt ’ s conception of 
the constituent power can be understood as constructive, there is also a tense and 
ambivalent relation towards the constitutional order by the constituent power 
that has founded it. 153  Constituent power therefore is both constructive and 
destructive. 154  It is constructive in the sense that it posits or creates the new 
constitutional order; however, it is also potentially destructive too, as it negates 
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or destroys the established interests of the prior order. 155  For some theorists of 
constituent power, this potential for destruction remains, even when the new 
order is established. The constituent power is a  ‘ moment without end ’  156  and thus 
constituent power has  ‘ an open sense of temporality ’ . 157  

 In other words, the constituent power under Schmitt ’ s  ‘ open ’  formulation is not 
subservient to the constitutional order it has founded. It existed prior to, or out-
side of, any legal norm and cannot therefore be subsumed within one. The spectre 
of the initial decision haunts the order it has established and as  ‘ [s]overeign is he 
who decides upon the exception ’ , Schmitt intimates a clear link between constitu-
ent power and the state of emergency. Schmitt appears to suggest that deciding 
when an exception exists indicates where sovereignty and therefore the constitu-
ent power lies. The two distinct decisions to declare and act in a state of exception 
are therefore confl ated by Schmitt, which he considers to amount to an expression 
of the constituent power. Under this understanding, there is no possibility that 
law can control the decision as to the existence of a state of emergency as it is the 
exercise of the constituent power which lies beyond the law. 

 The  ‘ tense and ambivalent ’  relation between constituent power and the con-
stitution has been termed  ‘ the paradox of constitutionalism ’ :  ‘ that government 
power is generated from the people while at the same time must be divided and 
constrained through institutional forms ’ . 158  Conceptualisations of constituent 
power often stress a fundamental link between constituent power and the peo-
ple, with constituent power being invoked as a legitimating principle of authority 
emerging from the people from the  ‘ bottom up ’  in contrast to the  ‘ divine right of 
kings ’  which legitimated monarchies. 159  Thus, Siey è s ’  conception of constituent 
power is aimed at liberating the potential of the Third Estate in France, arming it 
with the political philosophy necessary to engage in nation building. 160  For some, 
constituent power therefore has become bound to the idea of democracy, with 
Antonio Negri boldly proclaiming that:  ‘ When we talk about constituent power 
we are talking about democracy. ’  161  As noted above, Schmitt ’ s invocation of the 
 Volk  has been seen by some to be him preferring democracy over the rule of law. 
 However, I also argued that Schmitt can only be considered democratic in the 
sense that he considers the legitimacy of the state to derive from the people or 
 Volk  as distinct from God. Consequently, I contended that what is key is that, for 
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Schmitt, constitutionalism can only be realised and made possible by a wilful exer-
cise of political power. 162  

 While Kelsen ’ s theory has been criticised for beginning only at the point at 
which the legal order has already been established, the idea of constituent power 
can, I contend, nevertheless help the Identity Thesis confront the Schmittian 
challenge to which Kelsen ’ s theory is potentially vulnerable. Constituent power 
is a necessary concept in order to demonstrate the limits of the constituted order 
and, by extension, the emergency powers contained therein. Thus, O ’ Donoghue 
argues that the  ‘ pivot of constituent and constituted powers underpins constitu-
tional orders ’ . 163  In this regard, formal constitutional amendment powers must be 
considered to be constituted powers. This is clear from the intricate procedures 
enumerated by constitutions that regulate the amendment procedure. Even in 
constitutions that can be amended by plebiscite of the people,  ‘ the people ’  in such 
form are not exercising constituent power. Rather, both the people and the man-
ner in which they speak are defi ned or constituted by the constitution. However, 
when changes are wrought to the constitutional order beyond that envisaged by 
the constitution, or the constitutional order altered so radically that it no longer 
resembles the initial order envisaged by the constitution, these changes cannot 
be explained through Kelsen ’ s Identity Thesis without resorting to simply the 
dynamic understanding of the constitution outlined above; an argument that, 
I contend, is vulnerable to the Schmittian Challenge. Rather, this must be 
explained instead as amounting to a  claim  for the constituent power — a power 
beyond the law. It is only by recognising this possibility that the Identity The-
sis can be saved from the Schmittian Challenge. However, by recognising this as 
a  ‘ claim ’ , the Identity Thesis mandates that it must also be rejected as it is not 
for a constitutional court, or, indeed, any constituted organ, to declare whether 
or not a claim for the constituent power has been successful. In this regard, the 
idea of  ‘ constituent power ’  guides and shapes the evolution of the constitution in 
stipulating what must be considered  ‘ constituted powers ’ . Consequently, it must 
be considered as revealing the limits of these powers so as to avoid vindicating the 
Schmittian Challenge. 

 As stated previously, Schmitt ’ s infamous statement that  ‘ [s]overeign is he who 
decides upon the exception ’  is actually a confl ation of two separate decisions: sov-
ereign is he who both decides as to whether an exception exists and what ought 
to be done in order to confront the exception. 164  Consequently, I contend that 
Schmitt ’ s merging of the constituent power with the exception is therefore depend-
ent upon these two questions being decided by the same party. If the constitu-
tional emergency provisions apply the principle of heteroinvestiture 165  as applied 
by the Roman dictatorship and separate these two questions, then the emergency 
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provisions do not equate to Schmitt ’ s  ‘ sovereign ’ , ie they are not a manifestation 
of the constituent power. Schmitt may have argued on this point that even if an 
emergency provision were to apply the principle of heteroinvestiture, nevertheless 
in a period of true existential crisis where there is no possibility of following the 
legal protocols enumerated in the constitution, then the sovereign would reveal 
itself and decide accordingly. However, such a criticism would not only be valid 
against a constitution that recognises a separation of normalcy and emergency, 
but also one that also professes that  ‘ the same law in war applies in peace ’ . 

 To reiterate, a permanent state of emergency can amount to an amendment 
of the constitution by rendering the impinged norms in question invalid by per-
manently removing their effectiveness. As effectiveness is a necessary condition 
of validity, one cannot say that the impinged norms are still valid. An argument, 
therefore, that permanent emergencies are possible under constitutional emer-
gency provisions must also contend with the concept of a declaration of a state of 
emergency acting as a proxy-constitutional amendment. It is not a power, however, 
that is a limited amendment power such as that envisaged by the Indian Supreme 
Court. 166  Nor is it an amendment power envisaged by the constituent power as it 
is one that confl icts with the express constitutional amendment protocol enumer-
ated in the constitution, ie it is not a constituted power. A claim grounded in law 
that the constitution permits one body the exclusive right to assess the existence 
of a state of emergency must fail, precisely because it requires one to reach for the 
constituent power to legitimate it, ie it requires one to argue a Schmittian under-
standing of the state of exception in a court. It requires that emergencies be poten-
tially permanent and that such emergencies therefore are not reactive/defensive 
mechanisms; that is to say, they are not commissarial dictatorships, but amount 
to sovereign dictatorships. Such a claim, by excluding judicial review and reaching 
for the constituent power, claims a power that lies beyond the law and therefore 
such an argument cannot be grounded in law. Such an argument therefore must 
be rejected.  

   Constituent Power and the State 
of Emergency: The Case of Ireland  

 A concrete example of this possibility can be seen from the provision of emer-
gency powers in the Irish Constitution. Enacted in 1937, Ireland ’ s Constitution 
provides for emergency powers as follows: 

  Nothing in this Constitution other than Article 15.5.2 °  shall be invoked to invalidate any 
law enacted by the Oireachtas which is expressed to be for the purpose of securing the 
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public safety and the preservation of the State in time of war or armed rebellion, or to 
nullify any act done or purporting to be done in time of war or armed rebellion in pursu-
ance of any such law. 167   

 With the words  ‘ Nothing in this Constitution ’ , the Oireachtas — the Irish 
 legislature — is almost given carte blanche not only to suspend basic fundamental 
rights but theoretically also to revise the operation of the separation of powers in 
Ireland, and in essence rewrite the Constitution, eg by enlarging the government 
and decreasing the powers of the president. 168  Since the Twenty-First Amendment 
of the Constitution Act 2001, however, the Oireachtas may not introduce the death 
penalty even during a state of emergency. To date, an emergency has been declared 
in Ireland twice. The fi rst was declared on 2 September 1939 following the out-
break of World War II. This lasted until September 1976 with the government on 
numerous occasions refusing to lift the declaration for precautionary reasons. 169  
On the day the emergency was lifted in September 1976, another emergency 
was immediately declared arising out of the escalation of hostilities in Northern 
Ireland. This was to last until February 1995, bringing the 56-year long emergency 
to an end. As the Irish Constitution entered into force in 1937, the state has there-
fore been in a de jure state of emergency for longer than it has been in a state of 
normalcy. 

 Despite a state of emergency existing in Ireland from 1939 to 1995, the impact of 
this entrenched emergency on the legal order was minimal. Once the Emergency 
Powers Act 1939 — the principal legislation enacted in lieu of this declaration of 
emergency — was allowed to lapse on 2 September 1946, no legislation derived its 
validity from a declaration of a state of emergency, notwithstanding the repeated 
refusal by successive governments to repeal the state of emergency in subsequent 
decades. 170  The result was that even though the Oireachtas had the capacity to 
pass legislation that would be incompatible with the ordinary provisions of the 
Constitution, it did not do so. The resultant legal order during the state of emer-
gency from 1946 to September 1976 was therefore identical to how the legal order 
would have existed were the state in a period of normalcy. The Constitution and 
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all the norms contained therein, therefore, were  ‘ by and large effective ’  with every 
provision enforceable at all times. One could not say, therefore, during Ireland ’ s 
 perpetual emergency that certain constitutional norms were invalidated as they 
were rendered ineffective by the emergency. This is not to say, however, that the 
theoretical state of emergency posed no threat at all to the Irish constitutional 
order. Rather, the perpetuation of the state of emergency indicates the weakness 
of the quarantining effect of Article 28.3.3 ° , notwithstanding the comparatively 
narrow conditions of war, armed confl ict or armed rebellion which the Irish Con-
stitution states should exist for an emergency to be declared. There is no mention 
of natural disaster or other  ‘ public emergencies threatening the life of the nation ’ . 
In the Irish context, scrutiny of the existence of a state of emergency by the politi-
cal branches alone is a weak control on such emergency powers, potentially setting 
a precedent for a more malevolent government to take advantage of. 

 If Article 28.3.3 °  is interpreted so as to permit suspension of constitutional 
norms and to preclude judicial review of the decision to declare an emergency, 
then such an interpretation cannot be grounded in law to legitimise it. While 
initially this interpretation could be explained by the dynamic nature of legal 
systems — by conceptualising Article 28.3.3 °  as a norm-creating power conferred 
on the Oireachtas — if such emergency norms were created that rendered other 
constitutional norms ineffective for the duration of the emergency, this argument 
would lose its legitimacy if the emergency became permanent. This would result 
in the perpetual suspension of constitutional norms, rendering them perpetually 
ineffective and depriving them of their validity, amounting to a proxy-constitu-
tional amendment. This is irreconcilable with a conception of the state as identical 
with the legal order. Such an interpretation, by attempting to argue that it was 
in conformance with the Constitution, would reduce the Irish Constitution to  ‘ a 
blank cheque statute ’ . This is not just repugnant to even a formalist conception of 
the rule of law, it is antithetical to it. It is a claim, not for a power that is conferred 
on the Oireachtas by the Constitution but a claim for the power that conceived the 
Oireachtas in the fi rst instance. It would permit the invalidation of constitutional 
norms by proxy and in a manner not foreseen by the constitutional drafters. 

 Consequently, this interpretation of Article 28.3.3 °  would, in actuality, be an 
affi rmation of Carl Schmitt ’ s concept of sovereignty, or a claim to the constituent 
power that founded the Constitution; a claim for a power that lies beyond the 
legal order exists beyond the state that has a  ‘ tense and ambivalent relation ’  with 
the order that it founded. 171  It would therefore mean that the state is not identical 
to the legal order. This power, like Schmitt ’ s sovereign, would then reveal itself in 
a time of emergency. Legality could only be clung on to by harkening back to the 
dynamic nature of Article 28.3.3 ° , emptying the discrete enumerated conditions 
of war, armed rebellion or armed confl ict threatening the vital interests of the state 
of any real meaning. Consequently, conceptualising the powers conferred under 
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Article 28.3.3 °  as  ‘ temporary ’  would be incorrect. Article 28.3.3 ° , therefore, can be 
conceptualised as a legal norm-creating power only if judicial review of the deci-
sion to declare a state of emergency is available. Only in this way can the require-
ment that an emergency be temporary be a legal one, and only if this raison d ’  ê tre 
of Article 28.3.3 °  is put on a legal foothold can it prevent a commissarial dictator-
ship transforming in to a revolutionary, transformative sovereign dictatorship.  

   Conclusion  

 If an emergency is intended to restore normalcy once a particular severity thresh-
old has been reached, as argued in  chapter one , then emergency provisions only 
make sense in law if they are interpreted as permitting temporary derogations 
from constitutional norms. There must therefore be some mechanism of review-
ing the decision to declare a state of emergency in order to ensure it fulfi ls its rai-
son d ’  ê tre. A legalistic argument attempting to preclude judicial review of the state 
of emergency must fail as it removes the requirement that a state of emergency be 
a temporary departure from the status quo. With this temporariness not grounded 
in law, constitutional emergency powers have the capacity to become permanent, 
thus rendering other constitutional norms ineffective and depriving them of their 
validity. This argument is, in essence, a claim for the constituent power that has 
constituted the constitutional order in the fi rst instance. It is a reformulation of 
the  ‘ Schmittian Challenge ’  to the idea that all state power can be circumscribed by 
law. For this reason, it must be rejected.  
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